All relevant data are within the paper and its Supporting Information files.

Introduction {#sec005}
============

Coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG) is one of the most common surgeries performed on patients with coronary artery disease \[[@pone.0224562.ref001]\]. In America alone, nearly 400,000 CABG surgeries are performed every year \[[@pone.0224562.ref002]\], and the associated mortality is reported to be 2 to 3% \[[@pone.0224562.ref003]\].

The anesthesia scheme for CABG commonly consists of intravenous anesthetics only, or a combination of volatile anesthetics and intravenous anesthetics. A great deal of experimental and clinical evidence has demonstrated that volatile anesthetics have cardioprotective effects \[[@pone.0224562.ref004],[@pone.0224562.ref005]\], even if administered for only a short time \[[@pone.0224562.ref006]\]. These effects have been attributed to multiple mechanisms, including modulation of gene expression, mitochondrial function, signaling pathways, G-protein-coupled receptors, and potassium channels \[[@pone.0224562.ref007]\].

However, the benefits of volatile anesthetics in CABG patients is an intensely disputed topic. In 2006, two meta-analyses of randomized controlled trials (RCTs) suggested that volatile anesthetics were not associated with reduced mortality when compared with total intravenous anesthesia (TIVA) in CABG surgery \[[@pone.0224562.ref008],[@pone.0224562.ref009]\]. On the other hand, meta-analyses published later have shown a reduced mortality associated with volatile anesthetics in CABG surgeries \[[@pone.0224562.ref010]--[@pone.0224562.ref014]\]. Finally, both the guideline from the American College of Cardiology/American Heart Association (ACCF/AHA) and the guideline from the European Association for Cardio-Thoracic Surgery (EACTS) have recommended the use of volatile anesthetics in patients undergoing CABG surgery \[[@pone.0224562.ref015],[@pone.0224562.ref016]\]. However, several recent, well-conducted, large-scale RCTs did not show reduced mortality by volatile anesthetics \[[@pone.0224562.ref017]--[@pone.0224562.ref019]\]. These new RCTs have since doubled the number of trial participants, which may lead in the future to reversals in the results of previous meta-analyses.

Thus, in order to evaluate the most recent available evidence, we performed an updated meta-analysis of RCTs to test the hypothesis that the use of volatile anesthetics during CABG does not result in lower mortality than the use of TIVA. We also aimed to examine the effects of volatile anesthetics on lengths of stay in the intensive care unit (ICU), lengths of stay in hospital, and other postoperative safety outcomes. Moreover, we used trial sequential analysis (TSA) to determine whether the currently available evidence was sufficient and conclusive.

Materials and methods {#sec006}
=====================

This meta-analysis was conducted in accordance with the Cochrane Handbook as well as the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines \[[@pone.0224562.ref020],[@pone.0224562.ref021]\] ([S2 Table](#pone.0224562.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In addition, we deposited our protocol in protocols.io; the identifier is [dx.doi.org/10.17504/protocols.io.7y2hpye](https://dx.doi.org/10.17504/protocols.io.7y2hpye).

Search strategy {#sec007}
---------------

We searched Pubmed, Embase (Ovid), the Cochrane Library, and three Chinese databases, the China Knowledge Resource Integrated Database (CNKI), the VIP Database and the Wanfang Database (up to June 2019). We also searched ongoing clinical trial databases, such as "[http://clinicaltrials.gov](http://clinicaltrials.gov/)" and "<http://www.controlled-trials.com/>". The search terms included the following: volatile anesthetics, halothane, sevoflurane, desflurane, isoflurane, enflurane, methoxyflurane, ether, and coronary artery bypass ([S1 Table](#pone.0224562.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Moreover, the references of included studies were manually checked for identifying additional relevant studies.

Inclusion criteria {#sec008}
------------------

Inclusion criteria with reference to the PICOS criteria were as follows: (1) *Participants*: patients undergoing general anesthesia for CABG. (2) *Intervention*: an anesthesia plan that included a volatile anesthetic (such as halothane, sevoflurane, desflurane, isoflurane, enflurane, or ether) without restrictions in times and doses of administration. (3) *Comparison*: TIVA (such as propofol, fentanyl, sufentanil, midazolam, thiopental, or etomidate). (4) *Outcomes*: the primary outcomes were operative mortality and one-year mortality. The secondary outcomes included length of stay in ICU, length of stay in hospital, and postoperative safety outcomes (myocardial infarction, heart failure, arrhythmia, stroke, delirium, postoperative cognitive impairment, acute kidney injury, the use of intra-aortic balloon pump (IABP), and the use of other mechanical circulatory support). Eligible studies should report at least one of the above outcomes. According to the Society of Thoracic Surgeons, operative mortality is defined as "① all-cause mortality occurring during the hospitalization in which the operation was performed, even beyond 30 days; and ② all-cause mortality occurring after hospital discharge, but within 30 days of the operation \[[@pone.0224562.ref022]\]". (5) *Study design*: RCT.

Exclusion criteria {#sec009}
------------------

Exclusion criteria were as follows: (1) CABG combined with valve surgery; (2) epidural anesthesia included in the anesthetic plan; (3) lack of outcome data; (4) full-text not available; (5) study not published in English or Chinese.

Study selection {#sec010}
---------------

Two independent reviewers (XF Jiao and XF Ni) screened the titles and abstracts to determine potentially relevant initial studies. They then evaluated the full-text articles of potentially relevant studies for eligibility. Reviewers resolved disagreements by consensus, and, if necessary, asked for a third reviewer's adjudication.

Data extraction {#sec011}
---------------

Two independent reviewers (XF Jiao and XF Ni) extracted data from each included study using a pre-piloted data extraction form. This included general study information, general patient characteristics, sample sizes, interventions, comparisons, and outcomes. Postoperative safety outcomes occurring during hospitalization or within 30 days of operation were extracted for meta-analysis.

Risk of bias in individual studies {#sec012}
----------------------------------

Two independent reviewers (XF Jiao and XF Ni) evaluated the risk of bias in each selected study using the Cochrane risk of bias tool. This tool consists of seven items: random sequence generation, allocation concealment, blinding of participants and personnel, blinding of outcome assessment, incomplete outcome data, selective reporting, and other biases. According to the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions, we assessed the risk of bias per outcome across trials as: low risk of bias (if the seven items were all evaluated as at low risk of bias); unclear risk of bias (if one or more items were evaluated as at unclear risk of bias); high risk of bias (if one or more items were evaluated as at high risk of bias) \[[@pone.0224562.ref023]\].

Quality of evidence {#sec013}
-------------------

We used the Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development, and Evaluation (GRADE) approach to assess the overall level of evidence strength of each outcome \[[@pone.0224562.ref024]\]. By considering five categories of limitations (risk of bias, inconsistencies, indirectness, imprecisions, and reporting biases), the GRADE approach provided a rating of quality of evidence (high, moderate, low, or very low) for each outcome \[[@pone.0224562.ref025]\].

Data synthesis and analysis {#sec014}
---------------------------

For dichotomous data, we extracted the numbers of events and total numbers for each group and adopted the risk ratio (RR) with 95% confidence interval (CI) as the effect measure. For continuous data, we extracted mean and standard deviation (SD), and adopted mean difference (MD) with 95% confidence interval (CI) as the effect measure. If the included studies only provided the median, range and/or the first and third quartiles, we first transformed these data to sample means and SDs through published formulas \[[@pone.0224562.ref026]\]. If there were more than one volatile anesthetics or TIVA groups in the included studies, these were combined for the pooled analyses. I-squared (I^2^) test was used to assess heterogeneity. If heterogeneity was acceptable (I^2^ ≤ 50%), a fixed effect model was used. If heterogeneity was significant (I^2^\>50%), a random effects model was used and sensitivity analysis was conducted by excluding one or more studies at a time to assess stability of results. Moreover, if ten or more studies were included, a funnel plot was used to assess publication bias. Statistical analyses were conducted by RevMan 5.3.

For all primary and secondary outcomes, we conducted TSA to reduce the risk of random errors. TSA is a method which calculates the required information size (RIS) for meta-analysis, constructing both the trial sequential monitoring boundaries for benefit or harm, and the futility boundary before reaching RIS. The risk of type Ⅰ error was set at 5% with a power of 80%. For dichotomous outcomes, we initially calculated RIS to detect a 20% relative risk reduction (RRR), as this value is believed to represent a reasonable intervention effect in most therapeutic protocols \[[@pone.0224562.ref027]\]. If the boundary RIS was ignored due to too little information use, we then tested for a 30% RRR. We used the median event proportion of TIVA groups (excluding zero-event trials) as the control group event proportion. For continuous outcomes, we calculated RIS based on empirical estimation from TSA software \[[@pone.0224562.ref027]\]. TSA was conducted with the TSA viewer version 0.9.5.10 Beta ([www.ctu.dk/tsa](http://www.ctu.dk/tsa)).

Results {#sec015}
=======

Search results {#sec016}
--------------

A total of 4289 records were identified by the initial search. After selection, 89 RCTs that met our inclusion criteria were included in this meta-analysis ([Fig 1](#pone.0224562.g001){ref-type="fig"}).

![Flow diagram of study selection (PRISMA format).](pone.0224562.g001){#pone.0224562.g001}

Characteristics of the included studies {#sec017}
---------------------------------------

The 89 included RCTs comprised 14,387 patients, including 7,719 patients anesthetized with volatile anesthetics and 6,668 patients with TIVA. These RCTs took place in a variety of settings: 40 RCTs in Asia, 32 RCTs in Europe, 11 RCTs in North America, 4 RCTs in Australia, 1 RCT in South America, and 1 RCT in Africa. Most RCTs were performed on patients undergoing on-pump CABG surgery, while 27 RCTs were performed on patients undergoing off-pump CABG surgery. Among the included RCTs, 14 were three-arm studies and 3 were four-arm studies. The volatile anesthetic used in the included RCTs varied: 39 RCTs used sevoflurane, 23 RCTs used isoflurane, 8 RCTs used desflurane, 6 RCTs used enflurane, and 13 RCTs used more than one volatile anesthetics. Detailed characteristics of the included RCTs are shown in [S4 Table](#pone.0224562.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Risk of bias in individual studies {#sec018}
----------------------------------

The risk of bias assessment of the included RCTs is shown in [S1 Fig](#pone.0224562.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. We determined the following features to be at high risk of bias: random sequence generation in 1 RCT; blinding of participants and personnel in 8 RCTs; blinding of outcome assessment in 2 RCTs; incomplete outcome data in 1 RCT; other biases in 2 RCTs. Overall, 5 (6%) RCTs were rated at low risk of bias, 12 (13%) RCTs were rated at high risk of bias, and the remaining RCTs were rated at unclear risk of bias.

Primary outcomes {#sec019}
----------------

### Operative mortality {#sec020}

A total of 44 RCTs reported operative mortality. There was no statistically significant difference between the volatile anesthetics and TIVA groups in operative mortality (RR = 0.92, 95% CI: 0.68--1.24, p = 0.59), and no heterogeneity (I^2^ = 0%) ([Fig 2](#pone.0224562.g002){ref-type="fig"}).

![Forest plot of operative mortality.](pone.0224562.g002){#pone.0224562.g002}

TSA showed that the accrued information size (n = 11,567) was 35% of RIS (n = 33,174). The cumulative Z-curve crossed neither the trial sequential monitoring boundary nor the futility boundary, indicating that current evidence was insufficient and inconclusive ([Fig 3](#pone.0224562.g003){ref-type="fig"}).

![Trial sequential analysis of operative mortality.\
The risk of type Ⅰ error was set at 5% with a power of 80%. The variance was calculated from the data obtained from the included trials. The relative risk reduction (RRR) was set at 20%.](pone.0224562.g003){#pone.0224562.g003}

The quality of evidence was rated as moderate for this outcome ([S5 Table](#pone.0224562.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

### One-year mortality {#sec021}

Five RCTs reported one-year mortality. There was no statistically significant difference between the volatile anesthetics and TIVA groups in one-year mortality (RR = 0.64, 95% CI: 0.32--1.26, p = 0.19), with moderate heterogeneity (I^2^ = 51%) ([Fig 4](#pone.0224562.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Sensitivity analysis did not change the result for one-year mortality (RR = 0.92, 95% CI: 0.68--1.25, p = 0.61, I^2^ = 0%) ([Table 1](#pone.0224562.t001){ref-type="table"}).

![Forest plot of one-year mortality.](pone.0224562.g004){#pone.0224562.g004}

10.1371/journal.pone.0224562.t001

###### Sensitivity analysis.

![](pone.0224562.t001){#pone.0224562.t001g}

  Outcome                              Number of RCTs   Number of patients   MD or RR   95% CI            *p*-value   I^2^   Model
  ------------------------------------ ---------------- -------------------- ---------- ----------------- ----------- ------ -------
  One-year mortality                   4                5539                 0.92       0.68--1.25        0.61        0%     Fix
  Length of stay in ICU                32               7345                 -0.01 h    -0.04--0.01 h     0.38        36%    Fix
  Length of stay in hospital           29               7535                 -0.16 d    -0.28-- -0.04 d   0.008       26%    Fix
  Postoperative cognitive impairment   6                5565                 1.37       0.94--1.98        0.1         36%    Fix

RCTs, randomized controlled trials; MD, mean difference; RR, relative risk; CI, confidence interval; I^2^, statistical heterogeneity; ICU, intensive care unit; h, hour; d, day.

TSA showed that the accrued information size (n = 5,953) was 27% of RIS (n = 22,248). The cumulative Z-curve crossed neither the trial sequential monitoring boundary nor the futility boundary, indicating that current evidence was insufficient and inconclusive ([Fig 5](#pone.0224562.g005){ref-type="fig"}).

![Trial sequential analysis of one-year mortality.\
The risk of type Ⅰ error was set at 5% with a power of 80%. The variance was calculated from the data obtained from the included trials. The relative risk reduction (RRR) was set at 20%.](pone.0224562.g005){#pone.0224562.g005}

The quality of evidence was rated as low for this outcome ([S5 Table](#pone.0224562.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Secondary outcomes {#sec022}
------------------

### Length of stay in ICU {#sec023}

A total of 43 RCTs reported length of stay in ICU, which was shorter in the volatile anesthetics group than in the TIVA group (MD = -4.14 h, 95% CI: -5.63-- -2.66 h, p\<0.00001), with high heterogeneity (I^2^ = 98%) ([Table 2](#pone.0224562.t002){ref-type="table"}). After sensitivity analysis, there was no statistically significant difference between the volatile anesthetics and TIVA groups in length of stay in ICU (MD = -0.01 h, 95% CI: -0.04--0.01 h, p = 0.38), with mild heterogeneity (I^2^ = 38%) ([Table 1](#pone.0224562.t001){ref-type="table"}).

TSA showed that the accrued information size (n = 8,980) was 13% of RIS (n = 68,085). The cumulative Z-curve crossed neither the trial sequential monitoring boundary nor the futility boundary, indicating that current evidence was insufficient and inconclusive ([S2 Fig](#pone.0224562.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The quality of evidence was rated as very low for this outcome ([S5 Table](#pone.0224562.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

10.1371/journal.pone.0224562.t002

###### Results of meta-analysis for secondary outcomes.

![](pone.0224562.t002){#pone.0224562.t002g}

  Outcome                                           Number of RCTs   Number of patients   MD or RR   95% CI            *p*-value   I^2^   Model
  ------------------------------------------------- ---------------- -------------------- ---------- ----------------- ----------- ------ --------
  Length of stay in ICU                             43               8980                 -4.14 h    -5.63-- -2.66 h   \<0.00001   98%    Random
  Length of stay in hospital                        34               9267                 -1.22 d    -1.81-- -0.62 d   \<0.0001    95%    Random
  **Postoperative safety outcomes**                                                                                                       
  Myocardial infarction                             28               8574                 0.94       0.73--1.21        0.64        0%     Fix
  Heart failure                                     4                461                  0.39       0.08--2.01        0.26        0%     Fix
  Arrhythmia                                        29               3084                 0.89       0.77--1.03        0.11        0%     Fix
  Stroke                                            2                5353                 1.46       0.76--2.81        0.25        0%     Fix
  Delirium                                          3                5582                 0.96       0.71--1.29        0.78        0%     Fix
  Postoperative cognitive impairment                8                5792                 1.20       0.74--1.94        0.46        59%    Random
  Acute kidney injury                               5                5706                 0.98       0.79--1.22        0.88        0%     Fix
  The use of IABP                                   6                5587                 0.67       0.29--1.54        0.34        0%     Fix
  The use of other mechanical circulatory support   4                5458                 0.73       0.33--1.63        0.45        40%    Fix

RCTs, randomized controlled trials; MD, mean difference; RR, relative risk; CI, confidence interval; I^2^, statistical heterogeneity; ICU, intensive care unit; h, hour; d, day; IABP, intra-aortic balloon pump.

Length of stay in hospital {#sec024}
--------------------------

A total of 34 RCTs reported length of stay in hospital, which was shorter in the volatile anesthetics than in the TIVA group (MD = -1.22 d, 95% CI: -1.81-- -0.62 d, p \<0.0001), with high heterogeneity (I^2^ = 95%) ([Table 2](#pone.0224562.t002){ref-type="table"}). After sensitivity analysis, the length of hospital stay in the volatile anesthetics group was shorter than in the TIVA group (MD = -0.16 d, 95% CI: -0.28-- -0.04 d, p = 0.008), with mild heterogeneity (I^2^ = 26%) ([Table 1](#pone.0224562.t001){ref-type="table"}).

TSA showed that the accrued information size (n = 9,267) exceeded RIS (n = 3,945), indicating that the current evidence was sufficient to reach a firm conclusion ([S3 Fig](#pone.0224562.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The quality of evidence was rated as low for this outcome ([S5 Table](#pone.0224562.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Myocardial infarction {#sec025}
---------------------

A total of 28 RCTs reported myocardial infarctions. There was no statistically significant difference between the volatile anesthetics and TIVA groups in the incidence of myocardial infarctions (RR = 0.94, 95% CI: 0.73--1.21, p = 0.64), without heterogeneity (I^2^ = 0%) ([Table 2](#pone.0224562.t002){ref-type="table"}).

TSA showed that the accrued information size (n = 8,574) was 44% of RIS (n = 19,590). The cumulative Z-curve crossed the futility boundary, indicating that current evidence was sufficient to reach a firm conclusion ([S4 Fig](#pone.0224562.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The quality of evidence was rated as high for this outcome ([S5 Table](#pone.0224562.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Heart failure {#sec026}
-------------

A total of 4 RCTs reported heart failures. There was no statistically significant difference between the volatile anesthetics and TIVA groups in the incidence of heart failures (RR = 0.39, 95% CI: 0.08--2.01, p = 0.26), without heterogeneity (I^2^ = 0%) ([Table 2](#pone.0224562.t002){ref-type="table"}).

TSA showed that the accrued information size (n = 461) was 5% of RIS (n = 8,908). The cumulative Z-curve crossed neither the trial sequential monitoring boundary nor the futility boundary, indicating that current evidence was insufficient and inconclusive ([S5 Fig](#pone.0224562.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The quality of evidence was rated as moderate for this outcome ([S5 Table](#pone.0224562.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Arrhythmia {#sec027}
----------

A total of 29 RCTs reported arrhythmias. There was no statistically significant difference between the volatile anesthetics and TIVA groups in the incidence of arrhythmias (RR = 0.89, 95% CI: 0.77--1.03, p = 0.11), without heterogeneity (I^2^ = 0%) ([Table 2](#pone.0224562.t002){ref-type="table"}).

TSA showed that the accrued information size (n = 3,084) exceeded RIS (n = 2,897), indicating that the current evidence was sufficient to reach a firm conclusion ([S6 Fig](#pone.0224562.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The quality of evidence was rated as high for this outcome ([S5 Table](#pone.0224562.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Stroke {#sec028}
------

A total of 2 RCTs reported strokes. There was no statistically significant difference between the volatile anesthetics and TIVA groups in the incidence of strokes (RR = 1.46, 95% CI: 0.76--2.81, p = 0.25), without heterogeneity (I^2^ = 0%) ([Table 2](#pone.0224562.t002){ref-type="table"}).

TSA showed that the accrued information size (n = 5,353) was 10% of RIS (n = 52,433). The cumulative Z-curve crossed neither the trial sequential monitoring boundary nor the futility boundary, indicating that the current evidence was insufficient and inconclusive ([S7 Fig](#pone.0224562.s012){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The quality of evidence was rated as moderate for this outcome ([S5 Table](#pone.0224562.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Delirium {#sec029}
--------

A total of 3 RCTs reported delirium. There was no statistically significant difference between the volatile anesthetics and TIVA groups in the incidence of delirium (RR = 0.96, 95% CI: 0.71--1.29, p = 0.78), without heterogeneity (I^2^ = 0%) ([Table 2](#pone.0224562.t002){ref-type="table"}).

TSA showed that the accrued information size (n = 5,582) exceeded RIS (n = 3,286), indicating that the current evidence was sufficient to reach a firm conclusion ([S8 Fig](#pone.0224562.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The quality of evidence was rated as moderate for this outcome ([S5 Table](#pone.0224562.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Postoperative cognitive impairment {#sec030}
----------------------------------

A total of 8 RCTs reported postoperative cognitive impairment. There was no statistically significant difference between the volatile anesthetics and TIVA groups in the incidence of postoperative cognitive impairment (RR = 1.20, 95% CI: 0.74--1.94, p = 0.46), with moderate heterogeneity (I^2^ = 59%) ([Table 2](#pone.0224562.t002){ref-type="table"}). Sensitivity analysis did not change the result for postoperative cognitive impairment (RR = 1.37, 95% CI: 0.94--1.98, p = 0.1, I^2^ = 36%) ([Table 1](#pone.0224562.t001){ref-type="table"}).

TSA showed that the accrued information size (n = 5,792) was 52% of RIS (n = 11,082). The cumulative Z-curve crossed the futility boundary, indicating that the current evidence was sufficient to reach a firm conclusion ([S9 Fig](#pone.0224562.s014){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The quality of evidence was rated as low for this outcome ([S5 Table](#pone.0224562.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Acute kidney injury {#sec031}
-------------------

A total of 5 RCTs reported acute kidney injury. There was no statistically significant difference between the volatile anesthetics and TIVA groups in the incidence of acute kidney injury (RR = 0.98, 95% CI: 0.79--1.22, p = 0.88), without heterogeneity (I^2^ = 0%) ([Table 2](#pone.0224562.t002){ref-type="table"}).

TSA showed that the accrued information size (n = 5,706) was 55% of RIS (n = 10,385). The cumulative Z-curve crossed the futility boundary, indicating that the current evidence was sufficient to reach a firm conclusion ([S10 Fig](#pone.0224562.s015){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The quality of evidence was rated as high for this outcome ([S5 Table](#pone.0224562.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The use of IABP {#sec032}
---------------

A total of 6 RCTs reported the use of IABPs. There was no statistically significant difference between the volatile anesthetics and TIVA groups in the use of IABPs (RR = 0.67, 95% CI: 0.29--1.54, p = 0.34), without heterogeneity (I^2^ = 0%) ([Table 2](#pone.0224562.t002){ref-type="table"}).

TSA showed that the accrued information size (n = 5,587) was 41% of RIS (n = 13,493). The cumulative Z-curve crossed neither the trial sequential monitoring boundary nor the futility boundary, indicating that the current evidence was insufficient and inconclusive ([S11 Fig](#pone.0224562.s016){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The quality of evidence was rated as moderate for this outcome ([S5 Table](#pone.0224562.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The use of other mechanical circulatory support {#sec033}
-----------------------------------------------

A total of 4 RCTs reported the use of other mechanical circulatory support. There was no statistically significant difference between the volatile anesthetics and TIVA groups in the use of other mechanical circulatory support (RR = 0.73, 95% CI: 0.33--1.63, p = 0.45), with mild heterogeneity (I^2^ = 40%) ([Table 2](#pone.0224562.t002){ref-type="table"}).

TSA showed that the accrued information size (n = 5,458) was 64% of RIS (n = 8,590). The cumulative Z-curve crossed the futility boundary, indicating that the current evidence was sufficient to reach a firm conclusion ([S12 Fig](#pone.0224562.s017){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The quality of evidence was rated as moderate for this outcome ([S5 Table](#pone.0224562.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Publication bias {#sec034}
----------------

No significant publication bias was found with respect to operative mortality ([Fig 6](#pone.0224562.g006){ref-type="fig"}).

![Funnel plot of operative mortality.](pone.0224562.g006){#pone.0224562.g006}

Discussion {#sec035}
==========

Main findings {#sec036}
-------------

To our knowledge, this is the most comprehensive meta-analysis comparing the effects of volatile anesthetics versus TIVA in patients undergoing CABG surgery and is the first study to investigate these effects using the TSA method. Our conventional meta-analysis suggested that there were no statistically significant differences in operative mortality, one-year mortality, myocardial infarction, heart failure, arrhythmia, stroke, delirium, postoperative cognitive impairment, acute kidney injury, the use of IABP, and the use of other mechanical circulatory support between the volatile anesthetics and TIVA groups after CABG surgery. However, volatile anesthetics were associated with reductions in length of stay in ICU and hospital when compared with TIVA. TSA showed that the results for length of stay in hospital, myocardial infarction, arrhythmia, delirium, postoperative cognitive impairment, acute kidney injury, and the use of other mechanical circulatory support were conclusive, while the results for operative mortality, one-year mortality, length of stay in ICU, heart failure, stroke, and the use of IABP were inconclusive.

Compared with previous meta-analyses and RCTs {#sec037}
---------------------------------------------

Our meta-analysis did not reveal reductions in mortality by the use of volatile anesthetics in CABG surgery, a result which was similar to those of meta-analyses published in 2006. However, the meta-analyses published after 2006 were not consistent with our results. For example, the meta-analyses of EI Dib et al. (2017), Uhlig et al. (2016), Zangrillo et al. (2015), Landoni et al. (2013) and Landoni et al. (2007) all showed that volatile anesthetics could reduce mortality when compared with TIVA in CABG survey \[[@pone.0224562.ref010]--[@pone.0224562.ref014]\]. The meta-analyses of EI Dib et al. (2017) and Landoni et al. (2007) also indicated that volatile anesthetics could reduce the risk of myocardial infarction when compared with TIVA in CABG surgery \[[@pone.0224562.ref010],[@pone.0224562.ref014]\]. Moreover, the meta-analyses of Cai et al. (2014) indicated that volatile anesthetics could reduce the incidence of acute kidney injury when compared with TIVA in CABG survey \[[@pone.0224562.ref028]\]. These inconsistencies may be due to differences in the numbers of included RCTs and patients. In previous meta-analyses, the largest sample size was 58 RCTs with 6105 patients \[[@pone.0224562.ref010]\], while the smallest sample size was only 10 RCTs with 1600 patients \[[@pone.0224562.ref028]\]. However, our meta-analysis included 89 RCTs with 14,387 patients, much larger numbers than those of any previous meta-analyses. Moreover, we further performed TSA to assess the adequacy of current evidence and the likelihood of future RCTs altering the present conclusions. Thus, our meta-analysis provides more robust and precise estimations of these outcomes.

Recently Landoni et al. published a well-designed, multicenter RCT encompassing 5400 patients, which was much larger than any of the previous RCTs on this topic \[[@pone.0224562.ref017]\]. This largest RCT failed to reveal any benefits of volatile anesthetics in CABG patients, which was quite contrary to the results of several previous meta-analyses. However, whether this RCT had enough statistical power to counter the results of previous meta-analyses and end further discussions about the benefit of volatile anesthetics was not known. Thus, we performed an updated and comprehensive meta-analysis on this topic. After pooling all the available evidence, the majority of our results were similar to the results of Landoni et al.; however, the results for length of stay in ICU and hospital were not consistent with the results of Landoni et al. Furthermore, our TSA results indicated that current evidence for mortality as well as several other postoperative safety outcomes was insufficient and inconclusive, and more RCTs would be required to further clarify this issue. Thus, although of large sample size, the Landoni et al. RCT is not convincing enough to end any further discussion on this topic.

Heterogeneity {#sec038}
-------------

In our meta-analysis, the heterogeneities associated with length of stay in ICU and hospital were relatively high. One possible reason was that some of the included RCTs provided the median, range, and/or the first and third quartiles for these outcomes. Transformation of these data to sample means and SDs for meta-analysis may have introduced errors, thus causing heterogeneity between studies \[[@pone.0224562.ref026]\]. Other reasons may include variations in ethnicity, age, severity of disease, treatment regimens, operation types and anesthesia schemes. It is noteworthy that the heterogeneities may also be attributed to variations in settings, hospitals, medical insurance systems, economy levels and cultural differences. However, these were not analyzed in our meta-analysis due to insufficient data. We used a random effects model to account for these heterogeneities and found shorter lengths of both ICU stay and hospital stay in the volatile anesthetics than in the TIVA group. Furthermore, we conducted sensitivity analysis to reduce these heterogeneities, after which the result for length of stay in ICU was not statistically reliable. In addition, even though the result for length of stay in hospital was statistically reliable after sensitivity analysis, it amounted to only a 0.16-day reduction by volatile anesthetics, which was of little clinical value. Thus, the results concerning length of stay in ICU and hospital should be interpreted cautiously.

Quality of evidence {#sec039}
-------------------

According to GRADE, only three outcomes (myocardial infarction, arrhythmia, and acute kidney injury) in our meta-analysis were rated as of high quality. Of the other outcomes, six (operative mortality, heart failure, stroke, delirium, the use of IABP, and the use of other mechanical circulatory support) were rated down to moderate quality, three (one-year mortality, length of stay in hospital, and postoperative cognitive impairment) were rated down to low quality, and one (length of stay in ICU) was rated down to very low quality. The reasons for rating down the quality of evidence for the above outcomes included imprecisions revealed by TSA, significant heterogeneity, lack of or unclear blinding, and large differences between point estimates. Overall, in accordance with the primary outcomes, we have low confidence that the use of volatile anesthetics is superior to TIVA for patients undergoing CABG surgery \[[@pone.0224562.ref029]\].

Implications for practice {#sec040}
-------------------------

Nowadays, volatile anesthetics have seen widespread use in CABG surgery. Particularly in America, nearly all patients undergoing CABG surgery receive an anesthesia plan containing volatile anesthetics \[[@pone.0224562.ref015]\]. Furthermore, both the ACCF/AHA and the EACTS guidelines give a class IIa or class I recommendation for the use of volatile anesthetics in CABG patients \[[@pone.0224562.ref015],[@pone.0224562.ref016]\]. However, our results suggest that although the current evidence is insufficient and inconclusive, the use of volatile anesthetics may not be superior to TIVA in CABG patients. Thus, based on our results, the widespread use of volatile anesthetics in CABG surgery and the current guidelines regarding this topic may be not appropriate.

Strengths and limitations {#sec041}
-------------------------

The strengths of our meta-analysis include the large sample size, the comprehensive outcomes, the use of multiple sensitivity analyses, the assessment of reliability of current evidence by TSA, and the assessment of quality of evidence for each outcome. On the other hand, our meta-analysis also has certain limitations. First, we only focused on patients who underwent CABG surgery. Thus, our results cannot be extrapolated to patients undergoing other types of cardiac surgery. Second, the majority of the included RCTs had an unclear risk of bias, with only five (6%) RCTs having a low risk of bias. Third, we only included RCTs published in English or Chinese, which might result in a language bias. Fourth, our meta-analysis was heavily influenced by the Landoni et al. RCT \[[@pone.0224562.ref015]\]. For example, with respect to primary outcomes, this large RCT contributed a weight of evidence of 38.8% for operative mortality and 52.5% for one-year mortality, which were quite high compared to the number of included studies.

Conclusions {#sec042}
===========

Conventional meta-analysis suggests that the use of volatile anesthetics during CABG is not associated with reduced risks of operative mortality, one-year mortality, and postoperative safety outcomes (myocardial infarction, heart failure, arrhythmia, stroke, delirium, postoperative cognitive impairment, acute kidney injury, the use of IABP and the use of other mechanical circulatory support) when compared with TIVA. TSA shows that the current evidence for mortality as well as several other postoperative safety outcomes (heart failure, stroke, and the use of IABP) is insufficient and inconclusive. Thus, the use of volatile anesthetics may not be superior to TIVA for CABG patients. Future large RCTs are still needed to clarify this issue.

Supporting information {#sec043}
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###### Search strategy in PubMed.
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###### PRISMA 2009 checklist.
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Click here for additional data file.

###### Reference list of included RCTs.
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###### Characteristics of the included studies.

(DOCX)
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Click here for additional data file.

###### Grade evidence profile for each outcome.

(DOCX)
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###### Risk of bias for each included RCT.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Trial sequential analysis of length of stay in intensive care unit (ICU).

The risk of type Ⅰ error was set at 5% with a power of 80%. The variance was calculated from the data obtained from the included trials. The mean difference reduction was set at -0.05 h.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Trial sequential analysis of length of stay in hospital.

The risk of type Ⅰ error was set at 5% with a power of 80%. The variance was calculated from the data obtained from the included trials. The relative risk reduction (RRR) was set at 20%.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Trial sequential analysis of myocardial infarction.

The risk of type Ⅰ error was set at 5% with a power of 80%. The variance was calculated from the data obtained from the included trials. The mean difference reduction was set at -1.18 d.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Trial sequential analysis of heart failure.

The risk of type Ⅰ error was set at 5% with a power of 80%. The variance was calculated from the data obtained from the included trials. The relative risk reduction (RRR) was set at 30%.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Trial sequential analysis of arrhythmia.

The risk of type Ⅰ error was set at 5% with a power of 80%. The variance was calculated from the data obtained from the included trials. The relative risk reduction (RRR) was set at 20%.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Trial sequential analysis of stroke.

The risk of type Ⅰ error was set at 5% with a power of 80%. The variance was calculated from the data obtained from the included trials. The relative risk reduction (RRR) was set at 30%.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Trial sequential analysis of delirium.

The risk of type Ⅰ error was set at 5% with a power of 80%. The variance was calculated from the data obtained from the included trials. The relative risk reduction (RRR) was set at 20%.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Trial sequential analysis of postoperative cognitive impairment.

The risk of type Ⅰ error was set at 5% with a power of 80%. The variance was calculated from the data obtained from the included trials. The relative risk reduction (RRR) was set at 20%.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Trial sequential analysis of acute kidney injury.

The risk of type Ⅰ error was set at 5% with a power of 80%. The variance was calculated from the data obtained from the included trials. The relative risk reduction (RRR) was set at 20%.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Trial sequential analysis of the use of intra-aortic balloon pump (IABP).

The risk of type Ⅰ error was set at 5% with a power of 80%. The variance was calculated from the data obtained from the included trials. The relative risk reduction (RRR) was set at 20%.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Trial sequential analysis of the use of other mechanical circulatory support.

The risk of type Ⅰ error was set at 5% with a power of 80%. The variance was calculated from the data obtained from the included trials. The relative risk reduction (RRR) was set at 20%.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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Author response to Decision Letter 0

10 Oct 2019

This rebuttal letter responded to each point raised by the academic editor and reviewers, and was uploaded as a separate file labeling \'Response to Reviewers\'. We specified the changes made to address each point, indicated their locations in the response (in brackets), and highlighted the changes in the file labeling \'Revised Manuscript with Track Changes\' (in red font). This letter was divided into three parts: "Response to the Comments of Academic Editor", "Response to the Comments of Reviewer \#1", and "Response to the Comments of Reviewer \#2". The details were as follows:

Response to the Comments of Academic Editor

1\. The multicenter large randomized clinical trial by Giovanni Landoni and colleagues recently published on NEJM, stopped for futility after 50% of the proposed patients were enrolled, should stop any other discussion on this specific topic. Evidence provided by a randomized study is certainly stronger then the results of a meta-analysis, and the findings of the current meta-analysis are influenced by the results of Landoni et al.

Please put in evidence on your limitations these comments, and answer to the question on the review section.

Reply: Our meta-analysis was heavily influenced by the Landoni et al. RCT. This was an important limitation of our study, and we added this issue to our limitations section (Page 23, Line 459-462, in red font). Moreover, in order to answer to the question on the review section, we discussed the reasons why our meta-analysis is needed, and the differences between the results of our meta-analysis and the Landoni et al. RCT (Page 20-21, Line 396-409, in red font). The details were as follows:

"Landoni et al. RCT encompassed 5400 patients, which was much larger than any of the previous RCTs on this topic. This largest RCT failed to reveal any benefits of volatile anesthetics in CABG patients, which was quite contrary to the results of several previous meta-analyses. However, whether this RCT had enough statistical power to counter the results of previous meta-analyses and end further discussions about the benefit of volatile anesthetics was not known. Thus, we performed an updated and comprehensive meta-analysis on this topic. After pooling all the available evidence, the majority of our results were similar to the results of Landoni et al.; however, the results for length of stay in ICU and hospital were not consistent with the results of Landoni et al. Furthermore, our TSA results indicated that current evidence for mortality as well as several other postoperative safety outcomes was insufficient and inconclusive, and more RCTs would be required to further clarify this issue. Thus, although of large sample size, the Landoni et al. RCT is not convincing enough to end any further discussion on this topic."

2\. The grammar should be correct by an English native speaker.

Reply: The grammar has already been corrected by an English native speaker, and we provided the certificate of English editing in the online submission system.

3\. In the manuscript N2O is included among the \"volatiles\". I think this is a procedural mistake. I suggest you to change the title or alternatively remove these studies.

Reply: This is our mistake. We have removed the studies using N2O or xenon as the anesthetic. After carefully checking the 90 included RCTs, one RCT using xenon as the anesthetic was removed, and none of the RCTs used N2O as the anesthetic. Thus, after removing, 89 RCTs were remained for our meta-analysis (Page 9, Line 177, 183-184, in red font). Consequently, the results for operative mortality, length of stay in ICU, length of stay in hospital, myocardial infarction, arrhythmia, delirium, and acute kidney injury were changed (Page 10-17, Line 202-204, 237-242, 249-254, 275-278, 294-297, 311-313, 329-332, Figs 2 and 4, Tables 1 and 2, in red font).

4\. If you would like to make changes to your financial disclosure, please include your updated statement in your cover letter.

Reply: We have made changes to our financial disclosure, and included our updated statement in the cover letter. Our financial disclosure statement was updated as follows:

"This study was supported by Natural Science Foundation of China：Evidence based establishment of evaluation index system for pediatric rational drug use in China (No. 81373381), and National Science and Technology Major Project: Construction of pediatric new drug clinical evaluation technology platform (No. 2017ZX09304029). The funders had no role in study design, data collection and analysis, decision to publish, or preparation of the manuscript." (in red font)

5\. To enhance the reproducibility of your results, we recommend that if applicable you deposit your laboratory protocols in protocols.io, where a protocol can be assigned its own identifier (DOI) such that it can be cited independently in the future. For instructions see: <http://journals.plos.org/plosone/s/submission-guidelines#loc-laboratory-protocols>

Reply: We have deposited our protocol in protocols.io; the identifier (DOI) is dx.[doi.org/10.17504/protocols.io.7y2hpye](http://doi.org/10.17504/protocols.io.7y2hpye). Moreover, we added the DOI link to the Methods section of our revised manuscript (Page 5, Line 89-90, in red font).

6\. Please include the following items when submitting your revised manuscript:

• A rebuttal letter that responds to each point raised by the academic editor and reviewer(s). This letter should be uploaded as separate file and labeled \'Response to Reviewers\'.

• A marked-up copy of your manuscript that highlights changes made to the original version. This file should be uploaded as separate file and labeled \'Revised Manuscript with Track Changes\'.

• An unmarked version of your revised paper without tracked changes. This file should be uploaded as separate file and labeled \'Manuscript\'.

Reply: In accordance with the above requirements, we prepared and uploaded \'Response to Reviewers\', \'Revised Manuscript with Track Changes\', and \'Manuscript\' separately.

7\. Please ensure that your manuscript meets PLOS ONE\'s style requirements, including those for file naming. The PLOS ONE style templates can be found at <http://www.journals.plos.org/plosone/s/file?id=wjVg/PLOSOne_formatting_sample_main_body.pdf> and <http://www.journals.plos.org/plosone/s/file?id=ba62/PLOSOne_formatting_sample_title_authors_affiliations.pdf>

Reply: We have checked our manuscript carefully on the basis of the PLOS ONE style templates, and tried our best to ensure that our manuscript met PLOS ONE\'s style requirements.

8\. We note that you have provided funding information that is not currently declared in your Funding Statement. However, funding information should not appear in the Acknowledgments section or other areas of your manuscript. We will only publish funding information present in the Funding Statement section of the online submission form.

Please remove any funding-related text from the manuscript and let us know how you would like to update your Funding Statement. Currently, your Funding Statement reads as follows:

\"The funders had no role in study design, data collection and analysis, decision to publish, or preparation of the manuscript.\"

We apologize that this was not previously requested and look forward to receiving your revised manuscript,

Reply: We removed the funding information from our manuscript. Moreover, in the online submission system, we updated our Funding Statement as follows:

"This study was supported by Natural Science Foundation of China：Evidence based establishment of evaluation index system for pediatric rational drug use in China (No. 81373381), and National Science and Technology Major Project: Construction of pediatric new drug clinical evaluation technology platform (No. 2017ZX09304029). The funders had no role in study design, data collection and analysis, decision to publish, or preparation of the manuscript."

Response to the Comments of Reviewer \#1

1\. ABSTRACT - Few grammar inaccuracies and unpunctuality

Reply: The grammar has been corrected by an English native speaker, and we provided the certificate of English editing in the online submission system.

2\. METHODS - Postoperative safety outcomes were collected on the longest follow-up available. Perhaps, it can add an additional bias, because adverse events occurring after several months are not necessarily due to the previous anaesthetic technique.

Reply: In order to reduce this bias, we changed our Methods as: "Postoperative safety outcomes occurring during hospitalization or within 30 days of operation were extracted for meta-analysis." (Page 6, Line 129-130, in red font). Consequently, in our conventional meta-analysis, the results for arrhythmia, postoperative cognitive impairment, and the use of other mechanical circulatory support were changed (Page 13-18, Line 265, 271, 294-297, 318-321, 347-350, Tables 1 and 2, in red font).

3\. METHODS - Trial Sequential Analysis (TSA) would improve the value of the study.

Reply: We performed trial sequential analysis (TSA) to determine whether the currently available evidence was sufficient and conclusive (Page 4, Line 82-84, in red font). The methods of TSA could be seen on Page 8, Line 162-173 (in red font), and the results of TSA could be seen on Page 10-12, 15-18, Line 205-208, 223-226, 243-246, 255-256, 279-281, 288-291, 298-299, 305-308, 314-315, 324-326, 333-335, 341-344, 351-353 (in red font), Figs 3 and 5, S2-S12 Figs. In summary, TSA showed that the results for length of stay in hospital, myocardial infarction, arrhythmia, delirium, postoperative cognitive impairment, acute kidney injury, and the use of other mechanical circulatory support were conclusive, while the results for operative mortality, one-year mortality, length of stay in ICU, heart failure, stroke, and the use of IABP were inconclusive (Page 19, Line 370-375, in red font). Moreover, when considering the TSA results, the quality of evidence for our outcomes was also changed (Page 10-11, 15-16, 18, 22, Line 209, 227, 292, 309, 345, 428-439, S5 Table, in red font).

4\. RESULTS - Most of the included RCTs are small and therefore, none of the patients died in the operative period. Basically, three study gives the main result and one study have a weight of 38.1%, which is quite high compared to the number of included studies. In 1-year mortality one study gives more than 50% of the results.

Reply: Our meta-analysis was heavily influenced by three large-scale RCTs, especially the Landoni et al. RCT. This was an important limitation of our study, and thus we added this issue to our limitations section (Page 23, Line 459-462, in red font). Moreover, we also discussed the differences between the results of our meta-analysis and the Landoni et al. RCT, and the reasons why our meta-analysis is needed (Page 20-21, Line 396-409, in red font).

5\. RESULTS - Number of included studies in the final analyses can be confusing because only 44 and 5 RCTs were included in the main analyses.

Reply: We included RCTs that reported at least one of our outcomes (primary outcomes or secondary outcomes). According to this criteria, a total of 89 RCTs were included. For primary outcomes, 44 RCTs were included for operative mortality, and 5 RCTs were included for one-year mortality. While the remaining RCTs only reported the secondary outcomes.

6\. DISCUSSION - Discussion of the high heterogeneities are insufficient. Authors should describe the potential underlying causes.

Reply: We described the potential underlying causes on Page 21, Line 412-419 (in red font). One possible reason was that some of the included RCTs provided the median, range, and/or the first and third quartiles for these outcomes. Transformation of these data to sample means and SDs for meta-analysis may have introduced errors, thus causing heterogeneity between studies \[1\]. Other reasons may include variations in ethnicity, age, severity of disease, treatment regimens, operation types and anesthesia schemes. It is noteworthy that the heterogeneities may also be attributed to variations in settings, hospitals, medical insurance systems, economy levels and cultural differences.

References: 1. Wan X, Wang W, Liu J, Tong T. Estimating the sample mean and standard deviation from the sample size, median, range and/or interquartile range. BMC Med Res Methodol. 2014;14:135.

Response to the Comments of Reviewer \#2

1\. Giovanni Landoni and colleagues recently published a large prospective multicenter randomized clinical trial in which volatile anesthetics and total intravenous anesthesia were directly compared in patients undergoing coronary artery surgery; the study was stopped for futility after 50% of the proposed 10,000 patients were enrolled (NEJM, 2019). This definitive clinical trial effectively ended any further discussion about the so-called "cardioprotective" actions of volatile anesthetics that were demonstrated repeatedly in many laboratory studies during the past two decades. It is not clear to this reviewer why yet another meta-analysis is needed after this clinical trial, as the evidence provided by any meta-analysis is certainly not as strong as that provided by a well-conducted large scale randomized prospective clinical trial.

Given the size and quality of the study of Landoni et al, did the authors think that their meta-analysis would somehow reach conclusions that truly different from the NEJM trial?

Reply: In the Discussion section, we discussed the reasons why our meta-analysis is needed, and the differences between the results of our meta-analysis and the Landoni et al. RCT (Page 20-21, Line 396-409, in red font). The details were as follows:

"Landoni et al. RCT encompassed 5400 patients, which was much larger than any of the previous RCTs on this topic. This largest RCT failed to reveal any benefits of volatile anesthetics in CABG patients, which was quite contrary to the results of several previous meta-analyses. However, whether this RCT had enough statistical power to counter the results of previous meta-analyses and end further discussions about the benefit of volatile anesthetics was not known. Thus, we performed an updated and comprehensive meta-analysis on this topic. After pooling all the available evidence, the majority of our results were similar to the results of Landoni et al.; however, the results for length of stay in ICU and hospital were not consistent with the results of Landoni et al. Furthermore, our TSA results indicated that current evidence for mortality as well as several other postoperative safety outcomes was insufficient and inconclusive, and more RCTs would be required to further clarify this issue. Thus, although of large sample size, the Landoni et al. RCT is not convincing enough to end any further discussion on this topic."

2\. There are a few spelling and grammatical errors present that the authors should correct.

Reply: The spelling and grammatical errors have been corrected by an English native speaker, and we provided the certificate of English editing in the online submission system.

3\. P 3 L 68 and P 14 L 287: Several meta-analyses did not support this hypothesis (see references \#5 and \#7) for details.

Reply: It is our mistake. We carefully checked the previous published meta-analyses and found that two meta-analyses2,3 published in 2006 did not support this hypothesis. Thus, we modified P 3 L 68 as follows:

"However, the benefits of volatile anesthetics in CABG patients is an intensely disputed topic. In 2006, two meta-analyses of randomized controlled trials (RCTs) suggested that volatile anesthetics were not associated with reduced mortality when compared with total intravenous anesthesia (TIVA) in CABG surgery \[2,3\]. On the other hand, meta-analyses published later have shown a reduced mortality associated with volatile anesthetics in CABG surgeries." (Page 3-4, Line 65-70, in red font)

Moreover, we modified P 14 L 287 as follows:

"Our meta-analysis did not reveal reductions in mortality by the use of volatile anesthetics in CABG surgery, a result which was similar to those of meta-analyses published in 2006. However, the meta-analyses published after 2006 were not consistent with our results." (Page 19, Line 377-380, in red font)

References:

2\. Yu CH, Beattie WS. The effects of volatile anesthetics on cardiac ischemic complications and mortality in CABG: a meta-analysis. Canadian journal of anaesthesia = Journal canadien d\'anesthesie. 2006;53(9):906-918.

3\. Symons JA, Myles PS. Myocardial protection with volatile anaesthetic agents during coronary artery bypass surgery: A meta-analysis. British journal of anaesthesia. 2006;97(2):127-136.

4\. P 4 L 79: What is the hypothesis of the current work? This should be explicitly stated.

Reply: Our hypothesis was that the use of volatile anesthetics during CABG does not result in lower mortality than the use of total intravenous anesthesia (TIVA). This hypothesis was explicitly stated on Page 4, Line 78-80 (in red font).

5\. P 4 L 82: Please state that PRISMA guidelines were followed at this point of the text.

Reply: We stated as: "This meta-analysis was conducted in accordance with the Cochrane Handbook as well as the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines." (Page 4-5, Line 87-89, in red font)
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Dear Dr. Zhang,

We are pleased to inform you that your manuscript has been judged scientifically suitable for publication and will be formally accepted for publication once it complies with all outstanding technical requirements.

Within one week, you will receive an e-mail containing information on the amendments required prior to publication. When all required modifications have been addressed, you will receive a formal acceptance letter and your manuscript will proceed to our production department and be scheduled for publication.

Shortly after the formal acceptance letter is sent, an invoice for payment will follow. To ensure an efficient production and billing process, please log into Editorial Manager at <https://www.editorialmanager.com/pone/>, click the \"Update My Information\" link at the top of the page, and update your user information. If you have any billing related questions, please contact our Author Billing department directly at <authorbilling@plos.org>.

If your institution or institutions have a press office, please notify them about your upcoming paper to enable them to help maximize its impact. If they will be preparing press materials for this manuscript, you must inform our press team as soon as possible and no later than 48 hours after receiving the formal acceptance. Your manuscript will remain under strict press embargo until 2 pm Eastern Time on the date of publication. For more information, please contact <onepress@plos.org>.

With kind regards,

Martina Crivellari

Academic Editor
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Dear Dr. Zhang:

I am pleased to inform you that your manuscript has been deemed suitable for publication in PLOS ONE. Congratulations! Your manuscript is now with our production department.

If your institution or institutions have a press office, please notify them about your upcoming paper at this point, to enable them to help maximize its impact. If they will be preparing press materials for this manuscript, please inform our press team within the next 48 hours. Your manuscript will remain under strict press embargo until 2 pm Eastern Time on the date of publication. For more information please contact <onepress@plos.org>.

For any other questions or concerns, please email <plosone@plos.org>.

Thank you for submitting your work to PLOS ONE.

With kind regards,

PLOS ONE Editorial Office Staff
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Dr. Martina Crivellari

Academic Editor
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